Continuous, Real-Time Group Temperature Monitoring

A Wearable Smart Thermometer

NIRA Temp Org provides real-time insight into a user's temperature and sends alerts at the first sign of an abnormal temperature.

- Real Time Temperature Data Monitoring
- Fever Alerts For Early Fever Detection
- Wireless Connection
- Simple To Use, Comfortable, & Effective

Community Safety

Real-time alerts of temperature changes in your community so you can take immediate action.

- Customizable Health Alert System
- Configure Department-Specific Alerts
- NIRA Temp Org Includes 1-Year Subscription of Organization API & Web-Based Dashboard

Back To School With Peace Of Mind

Users can better ensure that they are healthy before and during all social interaction.

- Compliant With FDA Recognized Standards
- Designed & Assembled In The USA
- Works 24/7 - 1 Year Battery Life
- Secure & Private Database

Pre-Order Now at www.NIRAtemp.com!